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Brand loyalty leads to business profitability and makes a critically valuable 

contribution to competitive advantage. However, brand loyalty is in decline today 

because we now live in the over-branded world. Understanding the drives for brand 

loyalty is magnificent to comprehend how to rightly influence consumers and ultimate 

increase company profitability. 

To extend the body of literature, shampoo is selected to be investigation 

product because it is mass product that every household must use and have. In 

addition, shampoo brands in Thailand are currently repositioning from simple 

cleaning product to cleaning and caring beauty product. This new move challenges 

shampoo marketer team to maintain their loyal consumers but at the same time recruit 

new consumers. 

The objective for this research is to identify the factor that most affective 

among loyal shampoo consumers in Bangkok by examining the relationship between 
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product involvement model and internal influence factors model toward brand loyalty 

in shampoo market. 

Data have been conducted by using questionnaire to gather information from 

400 respondents who are in between 18-24 years old and experienced in self

purchasing their favorite shampoo. All data are analyzed using multiple regression 

analysis in order to study association between nine independent variables (pleasure, 

sign, risk probability, risk important, brand name, product quality, price, store 

environment and promotion) and one dependent variable (Brand loyalty). 

The result from this study finds that quality is the most influence factor that 

induces loyal shampoo consumers while promotion is powerful factor to draw brand 

switchers. To tackle the new challenge, the researcher recommends shampoo marketer 

must never overlook the need of consumers, always maintain its quality and develop 

product to be better together with creating new promotion to attach brand switchers 

with the intention of maintain their loyal consumers and recruit new one. 
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